I read a good mystery
Stuffed full of thrills,
And then a ghost story
Spooky with chills.
I laughed through a joke book,
Read things that were true--
Books about animals,
Biographies, too.
I'll keep right on reading.
I've only begun.
I have learned many things.
Reading is fun!
Reading Forever
By Guy Belleranti

1. What is this poem mostly about?
   a. a person who enjoys reading fiction stories
   b. a person who mostly enjoys reading biographies

2. List two different types of books you like to read.
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
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1. What is this poem mostly about?
   a. a person who enjoys reading fiction stories
   b. a person who mostly enjoys reading biographies
   c. a person who reads a book about magic
   d. a person who enjoys reading different types of books

2. List two different types of books you like to read.
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
   _________________________________________________________________
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